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The bond with the Fiery World is established by the saturated heart, because this vessel alone
permits penetration into the Fiery World. To understand the striving of the heart as a symbol of
creativeness brings to the spirit affirmation of the Fiery World. The heart bears the burden of the
World. The heart liberates from the earthly burden. Fiery World III, #111
April 29, through May 28, 2014
The Spatial Fire is impelled to the heart, and in this principle is comprised the entire cosmic process.
Hence, Cosmos dwells in the attraction of the heart. Only the energies based upon the attraction of
the heart produce life. Thus, the life chain is endlessly forged by the heart. Infinity ll #68
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New Foundations For the New Age
The assertion of the invisible world must penetrate into earthly consciousness. ... Only recognition of
the invisible world will afford a knowledge of cosmic manifestations.... Infinity II, 239.
When the shifting impels all forces into action, Cosmos invariably attracts all forces necessary for the
future. Only thus is each new step constructed. Therefore, when striving saturates the affirmed
manifestation, the shifting takes place. Infinity II, 256
Arguing as men do at present from the basis of the known and the demonstrated and leaving
untouched and unaccounted for, those deep-seated causes which must be presumed to be producing
the seen and known, all solutions as yet fail and will continue to fail in their objective.
A Treatise On Cosmic Fire P. XIV
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has been going on “from the beginning”, so
to speak.

hose who are conscious agree that
Humanity has entered or is about to
enter a “New Age”. Universally, Ages
have always been defined “from the basis
of the known and demonstrated”. Thus,
"New Ages" have been defined by the
appearance of new effects, i.e.; hasn't been
here before, new things that can be
measured and documented, such as going
from a molten planetary crust to a cool
crust, from bronze to iron, from the bow and
arrow to gun powder, or from “animal
power”, horses and oxen, to some form of
machine power.

A Little Perspective On Time
The
present
speculations,
guesses,
assumptions of our geologists place the
“beginning”, or the “first geological eon of
Earth” Wikipedia, which for them was the
apparent, but unexplained appearance in
space of the molten but dense physical
planet, around 4.5 Billion years ago.
Focused on the “known and the
demonstrated” developments and changes
to the dense physical dimension geologists
identify and name the periods of lapsed
time
between
changes.
These
developments were measured, dated,
analyzed as to elemental, or biological
content and then categorized into some
scheme or Class.

In modern times, a “New Age” means pretty
much anything that anyone wants it to. For
example, this current “New Age” has
already been named after several different
global altering, more or less simultaneously
occurring effects. Since the Air Age, circa
1903-6, we have the Nuclear Age,
Computer Age, Space Age, Technology
Age, Internet Age, the Cloud Age, and
appearing last week, the Facebook/Selfie
Age… all changes of great magnitude
occurring in a period of 100 years of so.

The big classifications, labeled Kingdoms,
that they have come up with are mineral,
vegetable, animal, and human. Apparently,
starting with the mineral Kingdom, these
Kingdoms manifested or “appeared” one
after the other over periods of billions and
hundreds of millions of years.

So, not to be alarmed. Leaving an old and
entering a new age is nothing new for the
Planet. Even a superficial overview of the
Planet’s history will reveal that this process

When the Kingdom called “Humanity”
actually appears on the planet is vague.
One of the things that makes this point
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and humanity to break free from the grip of
materialism, and recognize, or to consider
as at least possible, that it is invisible
consciousness, rather than matter, that is
generating the effects we see in the dense
physical world, and that these effects are
evidence of an evolving consciousness.

difficult to determine is that the actual forms
which house “humans” are animal, and are
like all animal forms in the animal Kingdom.
However, the indicators which differentiate
humans from animals are not material, and
are therefore difficult to categorize.
Somewhere along the timeline, some
animals started to "make tools".
This
physically documentable fact discriminated
the tool making animals from the non-tool
making animals. Why these particular
animals started making tools was never
asked.

Those of us who have made this break, and
are used to being considered idealistic
dreamers, or just nuts, understand that it is
consciousness
that
organizes
and
differentiates
into
an
uncountable,
unimaginable diversity all the forms of
matter in each of the four recognized
Kingdoms. This obviously includes those
forms which human consciousness, while
housed in an animal body, has caused to
appear on the dense physical plane. i.e.,
tools to start with but eventually leading to
civilizations, and cultures and all of the
artifacts and programs that they include
such as government systems, economic
systems and so on.

The fact is that what discriminates humans
from animals is one of those “deep-seated
causes which must be presumed to be
producing the seen and known”. For many
people this particular deep-seated cause is
known as consciousness. It is a particular
frequency
of
consciousness
that
distinguishes human beings from animal
beings. However, since consciousness
cannot, as yet anyway, be measured or
“found to actually exist” in any physically
measurable form which in a materialistic
paradigm is the only way that something
can be said to exist, consciousness is not
part of the study.

If one were to look at History from this more
scientific point of view, one would see that
the history of Mankind is the story of the
unfolding of consciousness through form.
The conclusions at which humans
eventually arrived regarding the nature of
Reality were based on this materialistic
paradigm.

Fortunately, the point of view of the
scientific search for meaning has been
gradually shifting from an analysis of
appearing events or effects to an
examination of causes. The examination of
cause will, rather rapidly, lead one out of
the dense physical dimension into the more
subtle dimensions of Reality. It is, therefore
growing more and more obvious that
Causes, intentioned directed energy, are
only found in pre-matter or pre-material
states, or in consciousness.

The Trees in the Garden Rained Flowers
The trees in the garden rained flowers.
Children ran there joyously.
They gathered the flowers
Each to himself.
Now there were some
Who gathered great heaps -Having opportunity and skill -Until, behold, only chance blossoms
Remained for the feeble.

We are, hopefully, rapidly approaching the
point when it will be possible for science
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Then a little spindling tutor
Ran importantly to the father, crying:
"Pray, come hither!
See this unjust thing in your garden!"
But when the father had surveyed,
He admonished the tutor:
"Not so, small sage!
This thing is just.
For, look you,
Are not they who possess the flowers
Stronger, bolder, shrewder
Than they who have none?
Why should the strong -The beautiful strong -Why should they not have the flowers?"
Upon reflection, the tutor bowed to the
ground,
"My lord," he said,
"The stars are displaced
By this towering wisdom."
Stephen Crane

The Incarnational Mission
The incarnational mission of the individuals
who are the progeny of the long path of
human evolution, the millions, by now
billions, of humans, from children to elders,
who
have
freed
themselves
from
identification with the materialistic illusion,
who have evolved to the point of seeing
Reality
from
a
"group
conscious"
perspective, who realize that there is only
One Humanity, and that every single human
being is a sister or brother, who realize that
there is only One World and all of the
"Kingdoms" are of equal value to be
cherished and nurtured, that this Planet is a
"member" of a much greater Being called a
Solar System, and that the Stars are truly
part of our Reality, the incarnational mission
of these co-creators is to establish the
foundations of the New Civilizations and
World Cultures.
This must be done by us. This is how
evolution works. “We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty and
the pursuit of Happiness.” Thomas
Jefferson, Declaration of Independence

These are basically the premises that
throughout human history and regardless of
the geographical location of the nation have
driven every effort we have ever seen by
small groups of “special, or privileged, or
superior or Royalists or Supermen or Nazis
or Fascists, or, as they presently publicize
themselves, “Job Creators”, to impose a
regime of dominance of the chosen few
over the rest of humanity. These
conclusions are a major part of the
Foundations upon which human culture has
unfolded over these many, many ages.

These are not pretty words. They are not
theoretical philosophical propositions. They
are scientific facts. They are not "religious".
They are only moral in the sense that they
agree with Cosmic Physics, and to design
systems which do otherwise is simply
immoral and, what's more, as we have seen
over and over and over, doomed to failure.
These facts must become the foundations
upon which the new civilizations will be
built.

These conclusions which spring from an
irrational and illusory view of the nature of
Reality are gross errors. They are wrong in
basic scientific fact, which anyone who
would care to take an impersonal scientific
look at the actual planet or just think
beyond the limits of the materialistic
shibboleths could ascertain.

There have always been those among us
who have strived for these ends. They were
not those Ayn Rand Atlases who shrugged.
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do something. We need to be heroes in our
own little venues.

They were and are the Heroes, like Martin
Luther King, who willingly gave their lives to
move us out of the darkness and into the
Light.

I look with hope to the scientific community
for leadership. It is impossible for me to
imagine that there are not many, many
individuals in the scientific community who
are evolved individuals and who are well
aware of these issues. Why do they not
speak out about what they know to be the
facts? We need heroes, all kinds of heroes.

However, every system that we have tried
to put in place to implement these facts has
been corrupted by the power of those who
are still held in thrall by the materialistic
paradigm. This has resulted in endless
Ages of war: ignorance, misery and death.
At this moment, these worshipers of
material wealth and power are hard at their
undermining and corrupting work.

Somehow we must find the courage, which
can only come from the fiery heart, to break
out of this blinding notion that the
INVISIBLE world is not Real.

This must stop. "And now there are or there
are rapidly approaching a sufficient number"
of Conscious human beings to stop it.
However, it requires that those of us who
know, who have that deep sense of love
and caring for the planet and each other to

This is our mission. This is why we have to
BE here now.
Tom Carney
April, 2014

Ayn Alas
If
At last— or ever even—
Atlas
Had shrugged
He would not have been
Atlas.
It is the tension only
Of such selfless striving
That supports the world—
Holds it all—
Including, Ayn, even you,
In harmony.
Better
You should name your book
Joe shrugged, or shirked, maybe.
Tom Carney
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